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An Optimal Synchronous Bandwidth Allocation
Scheme for Guaranteeing Synchronous Message
Deadlines with the Timed-Token MAC Protocol
Sijing Zhang and Alan Burns, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstracl-This paper investigates the inherent timing proper-
ties of the timed-token medium access control (MAC) protocol
necessary to guarantee synchronous message deadlines in a timed
token ring network such as, fiber distributed data interface
(FDDI), where the timed-token MAC protocol is employed. As a
result, an exact upper bound, tighter than previously published,
on the elapse time between any number of successive token
arrivals at a particular node has been derived. Based on the
exact protocol timing property, an optimal synchronous band-
width allocation (SBA) scheme named enhanced MCA (EMCA)
for guaranteeing synchronous messages with deadlines equal to
periods in length is proposed. Thm scheme is an enhancement on
the previously publiibed MCA scheme.
Index Terms-Real time communications, timed-token medium
access control protocol, FDDI networks, synchronous messages,
synchronous bandwidth, synchronous bandwidth allocation
schemes.
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NOMENCLATURE
Length (i.e., the maximum transmission time) of
a message in stream S,.
(Relative) deadline of a message in stream S,.
Enhanced MCA, i.e., Enhanced minimum
capacity allocation.
Synchronous bandwidth allocated to node i.
Allocation vector, i.e., R = (Hl. H2, ~.-, Hn).
Minimum capacity allocation. So, the MCA
scheme means the minimum capacity allocation
scheme.
Number of nodes on the token ring network.
Period length (i.e., the minimum message
inter-arrival time) of synchronous messages in
stream S,.
Tightest lower bound on message periods, i.e.,
the minimum of all F’i (1 < i < n).
Synchronous bandwidth allocation.
Stream of synchronous messages at node i.
Target token rotation time.
Time when the token makes its lth arrival at
node i.
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WCAU
X,
T
Ct
Utilisation factor of the synchronous message set
M, i.e., fraction of time spent by the network in
transmission of the synchronous messages.
Worst Case Achievable Utilisation.
Minimum amount of time available for node i to
transmit its synchronous messages within its
message period P,.
Portion of TTRT unavailable for transmitting
messages.
Ratio of ~ to the target token rotation time
(TTRT), i.e., n = T/TTRT
I. INTRODUCTION
IN A DISTRIBUTED system for hard real time applications,communication through message exchange between tasks
residing on different nodes must happen in bounded time,
in order to insure that end-to-end deadline requirements are
met. This motivates the use of medium access control (MAC)
communication protocols that provide a guaranteed connection
and a guaranteed amount of channel bandwidth to support
timely delivery of inter-task messages. Whh the important
property of bounded time between any two consecutive visits
of the token to a node, the timed token protocol becomes one of
the most suitable and attractive candidates for hard real time
applications. This protocol has been incorporated into many
network standards including the fiber distributed data interface
(FDDI), IEEE 802.4, the high speed data bus and the high
speed ring bus (HSDB/HSRB), and the survivable adaptable
fiber optic enbedded networks (S AFENET), used as backbone
networks in many embedded real time applications [2].
FDDI uses the timed token protocol proposed by Grow
[5]. With this protocol, messages are distinguished into two
types: synchronous messages and asynchronous messages.
Synchronous messages, such as sampled/digitised voice and
video data, can be viewed as periodic messages that ar-
rive at regular intervals and have delivery time constraints.
Asynchronous messages are nonperiodic and may arrive in a
random way and have no time constraints. At network initial-
ization time, all nodes negotiate a common value for the target
token rotation time (TTRT) since each node has different syn-
chronous transmission requirements to be satisfied, The negoti-
ated value for TTRT should be chosen small enough to satisfy
the most stringent response time requirements of all nodes.
Each node is assigned a fraction of the TTRT, known as its
synchronous bandwidth, which is the maximum time the node
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is allowed to transmit its synchronous messages each time it
receives the token [2]. Whenever a node receives the token, it
transmits its synchronous messages, if any, for a time no more
than its allocated synchronous bandwidth. After synchronous
message transmission, asynchronous messages can be sent (if
there are any), but only if the time elapsed since the previous
token arrival at the same node is less than TTRT, i.e., only if
the token has arrived at the node earlier than expected. That is,
synchronous traffic is assigned a guaranteed bandwidth, while
the leftover bandwidth (unallocated, unused or both) is dynam-
ically shared among all the nodes for asynchronous traffic [6].
The timed token protocol guarantees, to each node, an
average bandwidth and a bounded access delay for syn-
chronous traffic. However, this guarantee alone, although
necessary, is insufficient for the timely delivery of deadline
constraint messages. For guaranteeing the synchronous mes-
sage deadlines with the timed token protocol, the protocol
parameters (TTRT and the synchronous bandwidths) have to
be properly selected. A large amount of work on the selection
of these parameters has been reported in the literature, with
the focus on synchronous bandwidth allocation (SBA) [1], [4],
[6], [9]-[ 11], [17]. Hamdaoui and Ramanathan [6] address
the problem of setting both TTRT and the synchronous
bandwidth of each node so as to guarantee sets of periodic
message streams. Similar work was conducted by Lim et al.
[9] who studied the deadline guarantee of time dependent
multimedia data in an FDDI network. In [2] four SBA schemes
are analysed by Agrawal et al., and a metric called the worst
case achievable utilization (WCA U) is adopted as a means
to compare and evaluate different schemes. The WCAU of
a SBA scheme is defined as the largest utilization U such
that the scheme can always guarantee a synchronous message
set as long as the utilization (factor) of the message set
is no more than U. Their analysis shows that the WCAU
of the normalized proportional allocation scheme is 33910,
the highest of the four schemes analyzed. Agrawal et al.
[1] also developed and analyzed a Ioeal SBA scheme for
guaranteeing synchronous message sets with message periods
equal to deadlines. They showed that their scheme can also
achieve a WCAU of 33Y0. Malcolm et al. [10] generalized
the local scheme proposed by Agrawal et al., and as a
result, they proposed a Ioeal SBA scheme for use in a
general message set where each message can have an arbitrary
deadline. Another similar local SBA scheme for guaranteeing
synchronous messages with arbitrary deadlines is developed by
Zheng et ai. [17]. The minimum capacity allocation (MCA)
scheme, that was claimed to be optimal for guaranteeing
synchronous message sets with message periods equal to
deadlines, was proposed by Chen et al. [4].
Unfortunately, the MCA scheme is not optimal due to its
failure to guarantee some schedulable synchronous message
sets (with message periods equal to deadlines). The non-
optimality of the MCA scheme originates from the fact that
the upper bound derived by Chen et al. [3] on the elapse
time between any number of successive token arrivals to a
node is not exact and may not be tight when the number
of successive token arrivals becomes large. In this paper we
will develop and analyze an enhanced version of the MCA
scheme, named EMCA, based on a more exact and tighter
upper bound. The proposed EMCA scheme is optimal in the
sense that any synchronous message set (with periods equal
to deadlines) that can be guaranteed by any SBA scheme,
can be guaranteed by EMCA. Our EMCA scheme also differs
significantly from the MCA scheme by explicitly taking into
account the synchronous bandwidth allocation for the message
sets with the minimum message periods (Pmin ) less than
2. TTRT, and consequently can apply to any synchronous
message set (with Pmin > TTRT).
Because the paper reports an enhanced version of the MCA
scheme, for easy comparison we shall retain and use/quote
most of the notations adopted by Chen ef al. [4] in their
development and analysis of the MCA scheme, and adopt the
same framework as used by them. The remainder of this paper
is organized as follows: In Sections II and III the framework
under which this study has been conducted is presented.
Specifically, we describe the network and message models in
Section 11and the synchronous bandwidth allocation (schemes)
in Section III. We then address the timing properties of the
timed token protocol in Section IV. An optimal SBA scheme
named EMCA is developed and analyzed in Section V, and its
superiority to any other previously published SBA schemes is
shown by examples in Section VI. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section VII.
H. THE NETWORK AND MESSAGE MODEN
A. Network Model
The network is assumed to consist of n nodes arranged to
form a ring and be free from any hardware and software fail-
ures. Message transmission is controlled by the timed–token
protocol. Due to inevitable overheads involved, such as ring
latency and other protocolhetwork dependent overheads, the
total bandwidth available for message transmission during one
complete traversal of the token around the ring is less than
TTRT. LetT be the portion of TTRT unavailable for trans-
mitting messages. The ratio of r to TTRT is denoted by cr. So
the usable ring utilization available for message transmission,
synchronous and asynchronous, would be (1 – CS).
B. Message Model
It is assumed that there is only one stream of synchronous
messages on each node. 1 That is, a total of the n synchronous
message streams, denoted as S1, S2, . . . . Sn with Si corre-
sponding to node i, forms a synchronous message set, &f, i.e.,
M={S1,S2,...,S.}. Messages from a synchronous stream
are assumed to have the same inter-arrival period and the same
relative deadline. The period of a synchronous message stream
can be thought as the minimum message inter-arrival time.
The relative deadline is the maximum amount of time that
may elapse between a message arrival and the completion of
its transmission [10]. I-et Pa be the period and Di be the
‘This assumption of one stream per node does not lose generality since
Agrawat ef aL [2] have shown how a token ring network with more
synchronous message streams per node can be transformed into a logically
equivalent network with one synchronous message stream per node.
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relative deadline. That is, if a message from stream Si arrives
attimet, then itsabsolute deadline isat time t+ll~. The term
dative will be omitted in the remainder of this paper when
the context is clear. The length of each message from stream
Si, defined as the maximum amount of time needed to transmit
this message, is C’i. Thus, each synchronous message stream Si
is characterized as .!li = (Ci, Pi, Di ). Asynchronous messages,
that are nonperiodic, do not have a hard real time deadline
requirement. For the remainder of this paper (unless stated
otherwise) we assume Di = Pi and therefore S, = (Ci, Pi).
The utilization factor of a synchronous message set M. de-
noted as t T(If), is defined as the fraction of time spent by the
network in the transmission of the synchronous messages, i.e.,
(1)
III. SYNCHRONOUS BANDWIDTH ALLGCATtON SCHEMES
In FDDI, the SMT (station management) standard has
not specified a precise algorithm (scheme) for allocation of
synchronous bandwidth [7]. It only defines facilities (pa-
rameters and frames) that can be used to support a variety
of algorithms (schemes). Due to this fact, a large amount
of work has been undertaken on effective allocation of the
synchronous bandwidth. We use the generally adopted notion
of synchronous bandwidth allocation (SBA) scheme. An SBA
scheme can be defined as an algorithm that produces the values
of the synchronous bandwidth Hi to be allocated to node i in
the network given the required information for the scheme [2].
1) Classification: SBA schemes can be divided into two
classes [1]: global SBA schemes and local SBA schemes. A
global SBA scheme can use both global and Ioeal information
in allocating synchronous bandwidth to a node. A local SBA
scheme, in contrast, uses only information available locally
to node i, that includes the parameters of stream Si (i.e., Cl,
P,, and Di), TTRTand7. Let ~= (HI. HZ,...,).) bean
allocation (vector) produced by an SBA scheme, and functions
fL and fG be respectively a local SBA scheme and a global
SBA scheme. Then, a local SBA scheme can be represented as
H, = j~(Cl, Pi. D1, TTRT,7)(i= 1,2,., n)
and a global SBA scheme can be represented as
fi=(H1, H2,... ,Hh)
=.f13(f31> c2. ”””. cn, Pl, P2, ”””,
P,,, D1. D~. .Dn, TTRT,r).
A Ioeal scheme is usually simple, flexible, and suitable for
use in dynamic environments, but it may present a weak guar-
antee ability due to using only locally available information.
In contrast, although a global scheme might be complex and
might not be well suited to a dynamic environment, it may
present a strong guarantee ability and may perform better than
a local one due to it using system-wide information. In this
paper we study global SBA schemes.
2) Requirements: In order to guarantee message deadlines,
synchronous bandwidths must be properly allocated to in-
dividual nodes such that the following two constraints are
met
l
.
[4]:
Protocol constraint The sum total of the synchronous
bandwidths allocated to all nodes in the ring should not
be greater than the available portion of the TTRT, i.e.,
2 Hi ~ TTRT – T. (2)
i=l
Deadline constraint: Everv synchronous message must be
. .
transmitted before its deadline. Let Xi be the minimum
amount of time available for node i to transmit its
synchronous messages during period P,, i.e., in a time
interval (t, t+ Pi), then for a message set with deadlines
equal to periods, the deadline constraint implies that
(3)
Note that Xi is a function of the number of token visits to
node i and Hi. A synchronous message set can be guaranteed
by an SBA scheme if an allocation ~, that satisfies both the
protocol and the deadline constraints, can be produced by the
scheme [4], [2]. We say an allocation ~ is feasible if it satisfies
both the protocol and the deadline constraints. A synchronous
message set is said to be schedulable if there exists at least
one feasible allocation for the message set.
IV. PROTOCOL llMING PrOpertieS
In this section, we present some results on the timing prop-
erties of the timed token protocol necessary for guaranteeing
synchronous message transmission and necessary for us to
develop an optimal SBA scheme. In particular, the following
theorems and corollaries are of interest. Let tl,, (/ = 1,2,. ~.)
be the time the token makes its lth arrival at node i.
Theorem 1: (Johnson and Sevcik’s Theorem [8], [13]):
For any integer 1 >0 and any node i (1 s i < n), under
the protocol constraint (2)
h=l,., n.h#i
This theorem shows that the maximum time that could
possibly elapse between any two successive token arrivals
to a node is bounded by 2 ~TTRT. The result given by
Johnson and Sevcik can be used to obtain a lower bound on
the minimum number of token visits to a node within the
period of its synchronous message stream. Unfortunately, the
bound is not tight when the period is longer than 3.TTRT [2].
Chen and Zhao [3] first extended this result, in particular, they
generalized the analysis to give an upper bound on the time
elapsed between any tl (where v is an integer no less than
two) consecutive token’s arrivals at a particular node. Their
generalized theorem is restated as follows:
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Theorem 2: (Generalized Johnson and Sevcik’s Theorem
by Chen and Zhao [3]):
For any integer 1 ~ l,v 22 and any node i (1 < z < n),
and under the protocol constraint (2)
“ ~J+u-l,i – tl,z < (v – 1) .TTRT +
x
Hh + r.
h=l,...,n,h#i
Theorem 2 gives an upper bound on the time possibly
elapsed between any v (where v is an integer no less than
two) consecutive token arrivals at a particular node. This
generalized upper bound has been extensively used by many
researchers [1], [4], [6], [9]–[ 11], [17] in their studies (analy-
ses) of synchronous bandwidth allocation schemes However,
as will be seen, the generalized upper bound may not be tight
when vzn +2.
Although extensive research has been done on the timing
behavior of the timed–token protocol, the results reported so
far are not satisfactory enough for an optimal scheme to be
proposed. An optimal allocation scheme should be established
upon the exact timing properties of the timed token protocol.
In order to develop an optimal SBA scheme, the exact timing
properties of the protocol need exploring. We also investigated
the inherent timing properties of the timed token protocol, and
as a result, derived a new generalized version of Johnson and
Sevcik’s theorem (shown below), that is better than that given
by Chen and Zhao [3] in the sense that our generalized upper
bound is more exact and tighter.
Theorem .3: (Generalized Johnson and Sevcik’s Theorem
by Zhang and Burns [15]):
For any integer 1 z l,v ~ 2 and any nodei (1 < i s n),
under the protocol constraint (2)
tl+V_l,i – tf,i ~ (v – 1) . TTRT
+ E [1
v—1
Hh+T– —
h=l,...,n, k#i
n+l
( )TT~’T-~Hp.h=l
Refer to [15] for a proof of above theorem. By comparing
Theorem 3 and Theorem 2, we see that the upper bound
derived by Chen and Zhao is tight only when either v is
less than n + 2 or the condition of ~~=1 Hh = TTRT – r
holds. However, when allocating synchronous bandwidths
for a given synchronous message set, full-allocation is not
always best and may even result in no feasible allocations
[14]2 That is, for some synchronous message sets to be
guaranteed, synchronous bandwidths have to be allocated such
that ~~=1 Hi < TTRT – ~. An example (given in Table III)
in Section VI illustrates d-is.
As shown in its proof process [15], Theorem 3 gives an
upper bound on the maximum time possibly elapsed in the
worst case before node i gains permission for using the
(v - l)th of the next (v - 1) turns of its allocated synchronous
2BY ~ll.~jWation we - in this paper, that ~1 the usable netwofi
bandwidth is exhaustively allocated among all synchronous nodes only, i.e.,
the synchronous bandwidths are aflocated such that ~ ~= ~ H, = TTRT – T.
bandwidth (Hi). Itis therefore clear that the time possibly
elapsed in the worst case before node i uses up its next (v – 1)
allocated synchronous bandwidths is bounded by the above
upper bound (given in Theorem 3) plus Hi, i.e.
[J(v–l)TTRT+~Hh+~- ~h=l
“( )
TTRT–~Hh–r .
h=l
Note that the above upper bound is independent of any par-
ticular node. Realizing this and considering elapse time before
node i uses up its next v allocated synchronous bandwidths
(Hi ‘s) (for simplicity of presentation), we get, with Theorem
3, the following corollary:
Corrdlary 1: Let I(v) be the tight upper bound on the
(maximum) time that could possibly elapse in the worst case
before any node uses up its next v (where v is a positive
integer) allocated synchronous bandwidths (Hi’ s), then, under
the protocol constraint (2)
n [Jl(v)= v. TTRT+~Hh+~– ~h=l n+l
‘( )
TTRT–~Hh–7 .
h=l
The exact results on timing properties given in Theo-
rem 3 and Corollmy 1 are very important and can be used in
the derivation of the exact lower bound on the time available
for a node to transmit its synchronous messages within a given
time period, necessary for us to develop an optimal SBA
scheme.
NOW we derive the exact expression of X1 (1 < z s n),
the minimum amount of time available for node i to transmit
its synchronous messages during its message period Pi, given
an allocation R (no matter from which scheme this allocation
is produced) that satisfies the protocol constraint (2). Assume
that at time t, a synchronous message with period Pi (where
Pi > TTRT) arrives at node Z.3 Then, by Corollary 1, we
have
1)
2)
3)
the following steps to follow, to derive Xi:
Choose an integer rni(rna ~ 1) such that I(mi – 1) S
Pi < I(mi). Assume that 1(0) = O if ~i = 1.
We know, by Corollary 1, that during the first l(rni – 1)
time interval of Pi, i.e., in the time interval of
(t, t + l(mi - l)], node z can use Hi at least (mi - 1)
times. Thus, Xi ~ (~i – 1) . Hi.
In the worst case, node i can get the chance of using
part of Ha during the remaining time interval, i.e.,
(t+ l(~i – 1), t+ Pi], if any, only when l(~i) – Hi <
Pi < I(rlta ). Therefore, the minimum amount of time
available for node z to do synchronous transmission
3It is ~weSSW to confine each P, such tit Pi > TTRT for ~Y
synchronous message set to be guaranteed beeause we see by Corollary 1
(when . = 1) that if P, < TTRT, node i cannot get the chance of using its
atlocated synchronous barrdwidrh Hi even once in the worst case during P,.
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during the remaining period can then be obtained by the
calculation of max (p, – [l(m~ ) – ~~], 0), in particular
({max P, – m, . TTRT
“(TTRT–~Hh– T) ))–H, ,0 .h=l
4) Including the result of max (. ..) from 3), in the Xi
expression from 2), we get the (total) minimum available
time (X, ) for node i to send its synchronous messages
during Pf.
[{
.X, (fi)=(???i– 1). max Pj ~~
[1?TliTTRT+~Hh+r - —h=l n+l
}1(TTRT-~Hh-T)-Hi,0.h=l
It is clear from the above steps that the key problem
concerned here is to find the integer ml (for the synchronous
message stream S,) confined by 1 above. Then the minimum
available time (Yi) can be in turn determined by the Xi(~)
expression in 4. The following theorem determines the pos-
sible value range of the integer ma ( 1 < z < n) for a given
synchronous message set.
Theorem 4: For any given allocation R = (Hl, Hz, . . . . Hh )
that meets the protocol constraint (2), the positive integer ma
(i = 1.2.. ~ . n~ that satisfies the inequality of I(TTL, – 1) <
P, < I(m, ) ( where P, > TTRT) must be either
[
(71+1).p,–~;=lHh–r–rL.TT~T
7r&%=
n TTRT + ~;=l Hh + r 1
or
and
Refer to Appendix A for a proof of the above theorem. Whh
Theorem 4, .Y~ can be formally determined by the following
theorem:
Theorem 5: Assume that at time t, a synchronous message
with period F’, (l’i > TTRT) arrives at node z (1 ~ z s n).
Then, in time interval (t, t + Z’i] and under the protocol
constraint (2), the minimum amount of time (X, ) available
for node i to transmit synchronous messages is given by
[{
Xi(fi) =(~i – 1) ~Hi +max Fi – m, .TTRT
n M+~Hh+T– %h=l n+l
“(
TTR&Hh-T
) }1–Hi ,(Ih=l
where mi is an integer (~i z 1 ) that satisfies the inequality
of l(m, – 1) ~ Pi < I(mi), and must be either m or m – 1,
where
P~o~ This theorem follows from Theorem 4 and the
Xi(H) expression in the above step 4 (as well as the analysis
earlier).
Chen et al. [4] have also derived an X2 expression, as shown
below
Xi(fl) = (qi – 1) . HI
‘max(omin[’i
where qi =
1~
* and r, = Pi – qi . TTRT. Comparing
(4) with that given in Theorem 5, it is clear that our new
Xi expression is better in the sense that for any particular
allocation and any given length of the message period, more
available time for transmitting synchronous messages may be
obtained, increasing the possibility of satisfying the deadline
constraint (3). Theorem 5 is necessary for testing the deadline
constraint, shown again, as follows:
Xa (E) ~ Ci(where Xl (~)is determined by Theorem 5).
(5)
Testing the deadline constraint (3) by using our exact Xi
expression, as shown in (5), may now make an allocation
deemed to be infeasible under (4) become feasible for the
message set considered. The following example illustrates this.
Example: Considering the following simple synchronous
message set with P, = Dc(i = 1, 2):
Streaml : ~1 = 36 P1 = 300
Stream2 : C2 = 24 Pz = 300.
For simplicity, we suppose that TTRT = 50 and r = O.
By applying the proportional allocation (PA) scheme (see
Section VI for the definition of this scheme) the allocation
E = (Hl. Hz) = (6,4) is produced. This allocation E is
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feasible since it clearly satisfies the protocol constraint, and
also meets the deadline constraint when judged by using our
exact Xi expression (given in Theorem 5), that is, the given
message set cart be guaranteed by the PA scheme. But, the
above allocation R might be wrongly supposed to be infeasible
because it fails in meeting the deadline constraints (3) when
Xi is calculated by (4). The rationale behind this is; when
judged by the upper bound derived by Chen and Zhao [3]
(see Theorem 2), each node may receive the token and then
use its allocated synchronous bandwidth only five times in
the worst case during its message period. Hence, the deadline
constraint apparently cannot be satisfied for either of these two
synchronous message streams. However, when judged by the
new tighter upper bound (see Theorem 3 and Corollary 1), the
token can visit each node at least seven times and at least seven
times its allocated synchronous bandwidth can be used for
transmitting synchronous messages during its message period,
even in the worst case. Therefore, the deadline constraints are
met by the same allocation R = (Ifl, Hz) = (6, 4).
A. Relaxing the Restriction of Pmin ~ 2. TTRT
Due to the restriction of Pmin ~ 2. TTRT with the MCA
scheme, any synchronous message set with Pmin <2. TTRT
is restrained from being considered, and, as a result, cannot be
guaranteed by the MCA scheme although it may actually be
schedulable (e.g., message set E listed in Table V in Section
VI). In order to develop an optimal SBA scheme, we derive
below, a new restriction necessary for satisfying the deadline
constraint of a synchronous message stream with its period
greater than TTRT (no matter whether or not the message
period is less than 20 TTRT).
For node i with Pi <2. TTRT, we see, from Corollary 1,
that the node i may get the chance of using its allocated
synchronous bandwidth lfi at most once during Pi in the
worst case, So, in order to meet the deadline constraint of
the stream Si, Pi should be long enough to insure that node
i can get the chance of using Hi once after receiving the
token. Since allocating Hi more than Ci makes no sense for
satisfying the deadline constraint (5) but, on the contrary, may
cause the protocol constraint (2) to be violated, we assume in
the following discussion that the synchronous bandwidths are
allocated such that Hi < C’i (1 < i ~ n). From Theorem 3
(when v = 2) and Corollary 1 (when v = 1), we know
that under the protocol constraint (2), the longest duration for
which node i may suffer from waiting for the token in the
worst case is TTRT + ~h=l.....n.h~i Hh + r, that is, node
i may have to wait for this time’ in the worst case before
regaining the token to start its synchronous transmission. In
order to meet message deadlines, a synchronous message must
be transmitted by the end of its period. This requires that
during Pi, the token must visit node i at least once, and at least
one Hi should be used by node i. This means (by Corollary
1) that the following inequality must hold:
n
Pi~I(l)=TTRT+~Hh+7
h=l
(2=1,2,..., n).
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This implies that
n
(6)
where Pmi. represents the minimum of all Pi (i = 1,2, . . . . n)
md ~~= ~ Hi S TTRI’ – T. Inequality (6) should always
hold for any feasible allocation H (no matter from which
SBA scheme the R is produced), under the protocol constraint
(2) ad the assumption of Ifi ~ C’i (1 < i ~ n). A
violation of (6) under the protocol constraint (2) means that
the produced allocation H at least cannot meet the deadline
constraint of the synchronous message stream with its period
matching Pmin and, in turn, fails in guaranteeing the-message
set considered. In fact, whenever an allocation H cannot
satisfy (6), it cannot satisfy the deadline constraint (5), either.
This cart be easily shown as follows: Assume Pi = Pmin
(where TTRT < Pi < TTRT + ~~=1 Hh + T) that violates
(6). It is easy to check, by Theorem 5, that the only possible
value of mi is one and that the deadline constraint of stream
Si cannot be met when ~i = 1.
Note that both (6) and the protocol constraint (2) are
necessary for an allocation to become feasible. Combining (6)
and (2) into one, we have,
2 Hi s min (Pmin – TTRT – T, TTRT – 7). (7)
i= 1
With the analysis above, we jee that the violation of (7)
means that the given allocation H fails in satis~ing either the
protocol constraint (2), or the deadline constraint (5) (when (6)
is violated under (2)). It should be noticed that (6) is a weaker
restriction (for the synchronous message set to be considered)
compared with that (i.e., Pmin ~ 2. TTRT) used in the MCA
scheme, and allows the schedulability of message sets with
Pmin <2. TTRT to be considered.
V. EMCA (ENHANCED MCA) Scm?W
In this section, we develop an optimal SBA scheme, named
EMCA, that is an enhanced version of the previously published
MCA scheme [4].
A good SBA scheme will allocate the smallest possible
value of Hi (commensurate with the deadline constraint be-
ing satisfied). A smaller value of Hi has two advantages
[12]: First, it improves the response time for asynchronous
messages, and second, it gives a better chance of satisfying
the protocol constraint. Chen et al. [4] proposed a global
SBA scheme named the minimum capacity allocation (MCA),
claimed to be optimal for guaranteeing synchronous message
which was set with message deadlines equal to periods.
The scheme is so named because Chen et al. claimed that
their MCA scheme always allocates the minimum required
synchronous capacities to the nodes.4 However, this is not
the case. In fact, the MCA scheme cannot always keep
allocating the minimum required synchronous bandwidths to
4 Tbe termsynchronous capacity used by Chenetal. [4]meanssyncbmnous
bandwidth.
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nodes for every synchronous message set considered (although
the message set is schedulable) and it is therefore not optimal,
either. An allocation is optimal if it can always guarantee a
message set whenever there exists an allocation scheme that
can do so [4]. In order to develop an optimal SBA scheme,
one needs to explore exact timing properties of the protocol.
Chen et al [3], [4] made a detailed study on the protocol
timing properties. Unfortunately, the results they obtained,
based on which their MCA scheme was developed (though
important), are not precise enough for an optimal SBA scheme
to be proposed. Specifically, the upper bound (see Theorem
2) they derived may not be tight and, consequently, their X,
expression (used to calculate the minimum amount of time
available for node i to do synchronous transmission during F’,)
is not exact. The new exact results, presented earlier, enables
an optimal SBA scheme to be developed.
A. EMCA—The Enhanced MCA Scheme
The basic framework for constructing the EMCA scheme
is similar to that used by Chen et al. to construct the MCA
scheme, Both aim at tinding an optimal allocation ~ that
satisfies both the protocol constraint (2) and deadline constraint
(3). So, we can construct the EMCA scheme in a similar way
to the MCA scheme, i.e., similar steps/methods to determine
whether or not the EMCA scheme can provide a feasible
allocation for a given synchronous message set, and how
to find such a feasible allocation for a schedulable message
set. [n our EMCA scheme. however, we adopt a more exact
Y, expression (given in Theorem 5) for testing the deadline
constraint (3), as shown in (5).
A message set is schedulable if there exists at least one
solution fi that satisfies both the protocol constraint (2) and
the deadline constraint (5) [4]. For a given message set, there
may be more than one solution for (2) and (5). But, an optimal
SBA scheme can always find a solution whenever it exists.
Hence, the optimal allocation problem is equivalent to solving
the system of inequalities (2) and (5). Since the minimum
allocation (vector) E that satisfies the deadline constraint (5)
maximize the possibility of meeting the protocol constraint
(2) as well. we construct the EMCA scheme by searching
the minimal P vector (if any) which satisfies both (2) and
(5). Specifically. a procedure named Min_H is designed to
calculate the minimal solution for the system of inequalities
(2) and (5). Theorem (i below is useful for constructing the
procedure Min_H.
Theorem 6: For any schedulable synchronous message
set, there must exist at least one feasible allocation ~ =
(H,,Hz,.Hh) in which each ~; (i = 1,2.., n) is
bounded by
Refer to Appendix B for a~roof of above theorem. Let
7ti = (TT7].)l?~.. ... m,, ) and X = (X1,X2.,.X,,). ‘flsen,
by Theorem 5, the procedure Find_X (which is called by
the procedure Min_H) can be designed to calculate Xi (i =
1,2. . . n ) (as well as E3) for a given synchronous message
set, given an allocation R.
Procedure Find_X:
Line 1 begin:
Line 2 fori=l.2, ,7);
Line 3 begin;
Line 4
[
*
1
P,.(”+])+,,(TTRT-~~=, ~f,-’) .
77Li :=
n. TTRT+ ;= ~ ~,i+T
Line 5 calculate 1 (m, – 1) as defined in Corollary 1;
Line 6 if 1(v1, – 1) > p,;
Line 7 m, := 77?, -1:
Line 8 calculate .~, as defined in Theorem 5;
Line 9 end;
Line 10 return (.~. fi):
Line 11 end.
Procedure Min_H:
Line 1 begin;
Line2 fori= 1.2, . ..n.
Line 3 H, =
,:;;:,+,
Line 4 repeat;
n
Line 5 if z H, > nlin(Z’n,in –TTRT–7. TTRT–7);
,=1
Line 6 return (fail, nil);
Line 7 call procedure Find_X to calculate .~ with return
(’f. m);
Line 8 fori= 1.2. ..n;
Line 9 begin:
Line 10 A, = C, – X~~
Line 11 if Ai > ():
Line 12 H1=H, +~;
Line 13 end;
Line 14 until none of Ai’s are larger than zero;
Line 15 return (success, ~):
Line 16 end.
Now we state the rationale behind the procedure Min_H.
From Theorem 6 we know that for a synchronous message
set to be guaranteed, the synchronous bandwidth H, allo-
cated to node i (i = 1. 2., . . . n) should be no less than
Ci / ( 1~] + 1). So the procedure begins with all the
Hi being initialized to this lower bound. The procedure then
refines J7 iteratively.
From the analysis in Section IV we know that any
feasible allocation H must satisfy (7), i.e., ~~= ~ Hi <
min (F’~in – TTRT – ~, TTRT – ~). The violation of (7)
means that the given allocation fl fails in meeting either the
protocol constraint or the deadline constraint. Thus, at the
beginning of each iteration, we first check if (7) is met (see
Line 5). Because each H, is initialized to a lower bound and
then keeps either unchanged or increased in each subsequent
iteration, an allocation E violating (7) in some iteration means
that the allocation ~ refined in any subsequent iteration will
definitely violate (7). Therefore, once the violation of (7)
is found in some iteration, the procedure stops calculating
process immediately and returns with a failure status.
In each iteration, the procedure Find_X is then called to
calculate .~ as well as ri if the refined allocation H satisfies
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(7). With the returned values of both the vectors of ~ and@,
the deficiency (Ai ), i.e., the difference between the minimum
available transmission time (Xi) and the message length (C~ ),
is then calculated for each node. All the Hi’s with a positive
deficiency (i.e., Ai > O) need to be refined by a proper amount
no more than the deficiency. Note that mi is a decreasing
function of ~~=1 Hh (see Theorem 5), that is, as the sum total
of all the allocated synchronous bandwidths keeps increasing
from one iteration to another, m; may become smaller and
smaller. However, no matter how small the mi could be,
we know by Theorem 5 that it cannot be smaller than one.
Therefore, all the m~’s tend to no change as the number of
iterations increase, and eventually, after a certain number of
iterations all the ~is will remain unchanged.
As the number of iterations increases, mi may decrease
as a result of the increased sum total of all synchronous
bandwidths allocated. So we estimate in each iteration the
increment amount A Hi such that it is the minimum required
amount for meeting the message deadline of stream Si if all
the mis are supposed unchanged for the refined allocation ~,
in order to make the finally produced allocation S as small as
possible to maximize the possibility of satisfying the protocol
constraint. One can easily check, under the assumption that all
the mi’s keep unchanged, that in order to meet the deadline
constraint, each insufficient IZi (with Ai > O) should be
incremented by at least ~. Hence, we choose the increment
of ~ to refine every insufficient Hi in the procedure
Min_H. In fact, the m~ may reduce due to the increase of
the total synchronous bandwidth allocated. The reduced mi
means larger Hi required to meet the deadline constraint. This
could cause the refined Hi to be no longer sufficient when the
mi reduced. On the other hand, it is clear, from the Xi(fi)
(Jexpression in Theorem 5, that the second term of Xi ~ ,
i.e., max (.. o), is reduced when all the other insufficient js
(.j # i), as well as the Ifi itself, increase. Thus, increment
~ of Hi may be also insufficient (even though all the
m;s remain unchanged). So iterations continue until either
z~=l Hi > rnin ~Pmim - TTRT -T, TTRT - T) or the
refined allocation H is sufficient for every node.
Note that a previously sufficient Iii may become insuf-
ficient, in some iteration, as a result of all the insufficient
Hj’s (j # i) being incremented in the previous iteration
(which may cause a decrease or a loss of the avail~ble
synchronous bandwidth from the second term of Xi(H)).
Therefore, the previously sufficient Hi may need to be fi.uther
incrementedhefined so that the deadline constraint remains
satisfied for the stream S’i.
The intuitive picture of the refining process of the Min_H
procedure, once started, is shown as follows: In the first
iterations, some si (1 < i < n) could reduce sharply and
frequently from one iteration to another. But, after a certain
number of iterations, all the mi’s tend to not change, getting
into a stable state. As the number of iterations increases, the
general trend of each deficiency (Aa) is definitely toward
decreasing although the occasional increasing of the Ai in
some iterations could happen. That is, all the positive Ai’s
will eventually tend to zero as the number of iterations
increase. Smaller deficiency Ai means smaller increment of
Hi required. Hence, the general trend of the increment of Hi,
if required, is decreasing, tending to zero. In each iteration,
every insufficient Hi with Ai > 0 is refined by a properly
chosen increment. The iterations continue until either a feasible
allocation ~ is eventually produced or the violation of (7)
happens. Once a feasible allocation R is found, the Min_H
procedure returns it with a success status.
As shown above, the Min_H procedure itself actually func-
tions as the EMCA scheme. We name the procedure by Min_H
rather than Scheme_EMCA because the main function of this
procedure is to search for the minimum allocation veetor,
Iw”.
B. EMCA—Optimal Synchronous Bandwidth
Allocation Scheme
In order to show the optimality of the EMCA scheme, we
discuss the properties of the solutions to the inequality system
of the protocol constraint (2) and the deadline constraint (5).
Define II to be the set of solutions for both (2) and (5) for the
synchronous message set under consideration, that is
H = {fill? satisfies (2) and (5)}.
For two given vectors R’ = [Hl’, H2’,.. ., Hh’)and ~“ =
(Hi’’, H2”, ~~., Hh”), we say @ < (~)~-” if for z =
1 . . ,~lHi’ < (<)Hi”. Similar to the MCA scheme, we
h~~e the following theorem to list some properties of II that
are of interest.
Theorem 7: If II is not empty, i.e., the inequality system of
(2) and (5) is solvable for the synchronous message set under
consideration, then
1)
2)
3)
(II, ~) is a partially ordered ~et.
There i: a minimal element Ifmin in II , i.e., for any ti
in H, Ifmin < E.
fimin is boun~ed. In particular, for i = 1,2,..., n, the
ith element of ~mi” is bounded by
Refer to [16] for a proof of this theorem. Like the MCA
scheme, the most important property of the procedure Min_H
is that for a theoretically schedulable synchronous message
set, it always produces an allocation H, that is, the minimal in
Il. For ~e convenience of proving this property, let E(k) be
vector H at the beginning of the kth iteration. if procedme
Min_H successfully exits the repeat-until loop at the h.h
iteration, then, for any i > 0, we define
fi(i + i) = the ~ when this procedure
normally exits the loop,
~~e following theorem shows some properties of set
{H(k)} produced by the Mh_H procedure (i.e., the EMCA
scheme) in the refining process (until exit).
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TABLE I
SYNCHRONOUSBANDWIDTHALLLX’ATIONSFOR MESSAGESETA
MessmePumnctem I SvnchrcaousBandwidth(H{) dbxmcdby
--- I
, c, P, FM SPA PA WA LA MCA EMCA
1 I 30 I Im I 30 I 2s I 15 I 32.61 I 30 I 30 I 30I 1
2m 125 20 25 8 17.39 20 20 I 20
ROtOcQIcomuaintmet? Yes Yes Yes Yes Ya Yes Yes
Deadlinemnsminlmu 1 I I !
MessagesetWUMWCd? Yes No No No I Yu Yes 1 Yes
—.
rYm TN. lNo INol Yes IY-l Yes
TABLE 11
SYNCHRONOIISBANDWIDTHALLDCATtONSFOR MESSAGE SET B
——
MessageParanwen SynchronousBmdwkkh(H,) dkcucdby
-.
( c, P, FLA EPA PA NPA LA MCA SMCA
I 30 146 30 25 10.27 22.72 30 M 10
2 36 146 36 25 12.33 27,2# 36 18 12
Pr&ol mnstint met ? No Yes Yes YeJ No Ye4 Yea
Dxdlinccnnsuuntma ? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Ya
M-e setg-lecd * No Yes Yes Ya No Yes Yes
TABLEHI
SYNCHRONOIISBANDWIOTHALLOCATIONSFOR MESSAGE SET C
MessageParanwters T SymhronousBmdwi&h(H,) d’&ted by
, I c, 1 P, I EPA I PA I NPA LA M~
1“1’1—57 176 51 % 16.19 25 28.5 28.5 192 57 176 57 25 16.19 25 28.5 28.5 19
PmGol constraint met ? NO Yes Yes Yes No No Yes
,
Dcadli-;consmm me:? Yes I NCI I No I No I Yes I Yea I Y-
Message.t guaranteedq No I No No No No No Yes
{}Theorem 8: If H is not empty, fi(k) produced by the
EMCA scheme has the following properties:
1) {H(k)} is an increasing sequence, i.e., H(k) s
fi(k+ l).
2) {E(k)} is never larger than any element in II, i.e., for
any R e H. P(k) S R.
3) {~(k)} converges. i.e.. fi*im = lim&+~ ~(k) exists.
4) filim = limk+=, H(A) E H, i.e., ~’in’ satisfies (2) and
(5).
5) {ti(k) } converges to fi’nin, i.e., fi[im =
]im~.+x, fi(k) = ti’’’ir’.
Refer to [16] for a proof of this theorem. Theorem 9, below,
follows directly from Theorem 7 and Theorem 8.
Theorem 9: Allocation scheme EMCA is optimal.
W. EXAMPLES
In this section we give six synchronous message sets to
show that our EMCA scheme is superior to any other SBA
schemes. In order to illustrate the superiority, some other
previously published SBA schemes [1], [2], [4] are considered
for the purpose of comparison. Notice that all the SBA
schemes considered in this section assume that deadlines are
equal to periods for the message sets under consideration.
Due to space limitations, we simply list all these schemes
as follows:
l Full length allocation (FLA) scheme [2]: H, = Ci.
TABLE IV
SYNCHRONOUSBANDWIDTH ALLOCATIONSFOR MESSAGESET D
MssmgcP-km SynehnmaaaBmA+dt6 (H,) d-by
1 c, P, F2.A EPA PA NPA LA MCA ESSCA
1 @ 240 60 I 16.66 12.5 I 15.40 I m 17.8 1$
2 120 435 120 16.1% 1379 I7.m 1$
3 Isa 630 1s0 16,64 14.29 16.37 15
PmocOlconswnintmu? No Yes Ya No Ya
De4dlinemtwmintnut? Y- No No Yes Yes
M=sWws-lad’ No NO No No Ye6
=!16.9917.61Yes?40 17.1517.37NoYa
NO
TABLE V
SYNCHRONOUSBANDWIDTHALLOCATIONSFOR MESSAGE SET E
Messags Psrsnwtcrs I SynchlonomBsndwidth(H,) dbcti by
i I c, I P, I EJIAIPAINPAILA MCA I EMCAI !
1 30 w 30 25 16.67 32.S6 NIA NIA 30
2 40 1 230 40 25 8.70 17.14 NIA WA 10
Pm40wl cnmlmim ma ~ No Yes Yes Yes NIA NIA YCS
Oeadlimconsbmintma ? No No No No 1 NIA NIA Ye.!
Mmascsetguamtecd~ No No No No No No Yes
TABLE VI
SYNCHRONOUSBANOWIDTTi ALLOCATIONSFOR MESSAGE SET F
1 I 10 I 15 I In I 25 I 6.67
MessaaeParameters I Sydsunom BandwidUI(H,) d-by
“c’’’””~
l
l
l
l
l
l
~T;:_~artition allocation (EPA) scheme [2]: H, =
Pro&srtional allocation (PA) scheme [2]: H, = $ ~
(TTRT - ~).
Normalized proportional allocation (NPA) scheme [2]:
H = ~(TTRT - T) where u. = ~ $.a
8 tJ=l
Local allocation (LA) scheme [1]:s H, = PC’ .
Minimum capacity allocation (MCA) schet!ws~~ 14] ).
Enhanced minimum capacity allocation (EMCA) scheme
(see Section V).
The examples are shown by a set of tables (See [16]
for more such examples). The message parameters of six
synchronous message sets considered (denoted by the capitals
from A to F inclusive) are respectively listed in six different
tables (from Tables I to VI). For simplicity we assume that
TTRT = 50 and T = 0, and denote, in the tables, all these
considered SBA schemes by their abridged forms (shown in
brackets above). The synchronous bandwidths are calculated
by each of considered schemes and then listed in tables.
5me IW~ ~ChemCspropd by Malcolm et al. [10I, [II ] ~d ~eng et
al. [17] differ from that proposed by Agrawal er af. [1] that applies onf y to
synchronous message sets with message deadlines equat to periods, in that they
~ pmp~ for gumantming synchronous messages with azbitrary deadline
constraints. But all these local schemes take the same form as the scheme by
Agrawal et al, [I] when applied to synchronous message sets with message
~riods equal to deadlines.
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An allocation F (no matter which scheme it is produced
from) is said to be able to guarantee a message set if it
can meet both the deadline constraints (5) and the protocol
constraint (2). Generally speaking, the NPA, LA, MCA and
EMCA schemes performs better than any of the FLA, EPA and
PA schemes because any of the NPA, LA, MCA and EMCA
schemes can achieve a relatively higher value of the WCAU,
no less than ~ [1], [2], [4] (for synchronous message
sets with the minimum message period (Z’~in) no less than
2, TTRT). Note that both the EPA and WA schemes are full-
allocation schemes, i.e., any allocation If produced by either
scheme keeps the condition of ~~= ~ Ili = TTRT – T true.
Any produced allocation ~, therefore, can always satisfy the
protocol constr~nt, and the only checking needed is whether
this allocation lf can also meet the deadline constraints for the
message set considered. Those synchronous message sets (e.g.,
message set C in Table III) that cannot be guaranteed by any
full relocation, will never be guaranteed by either of the EPA
and NPA schemes. Unlike the EPA and NPA schemes, an allo-
cation produced by the FLA, LA, MCA or EMCA scheme can
always meet the deadline constraints for synchrono~s message
sets with Pmin ~ 2. TTRT.6 So for any allocation H produced
(for a message set with Pmin ~ 2 .TTRT) by any of these four
schemes, only the protocol constraint needs to be checked.
Although both the NPA scheme and the LA scheme are
both claimed to be able to guarantee any synchronous message
set with its utilization factor no more than 33% [1], [2],
they are not equivalent. In Table I, the NPA scheme fails
in guaranteeing the message set A while the message set
B in Table 11 cannot be guaranteed by the LA scheme. It
should be noticed that a message set failing to be guaranteed
by a SBA scheme with a high value of the WCAU, does
not mean that this message set cannot be guaranteed by
another SBA scheme with a lower value of the WCAU. The
message set A shown in Table I can be guaranteed even by
the FLA scheme (whose WCAU is O% [2]) but fails to be
guaranteed by the NPA scheme. Table II presents another
example where the EPA scheme (whose WCAU is ~n~–l~a)
\[2]) and even the PA scheme (whose WCAU is O% [2] can
guarantee the given message set B but the LA scheme cannot.
Tables V and VI show two examples where neither the LA
scheme nor the MCA scheme is applicable to the message
sets given because Pmin < 2. TTRT. Tables III, IV, and V
are three examples where the given message sets can only
be guaranteed by the EMCA scheme. The message set F
given in Table VI can~ot be guaranteed by EMCA because the
produced allocation H violates the deadline constraint. Since
the allocation scheme EMCA is optimal, no other schemes
can guarantee this message set.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has considered and addressed issues pertaining
to guaranteeing deadlines of synchronous messages in a timed
token ring network such as FDDI where the timed token
protocol is used.
6B~~ the LA @ MCA Schemes Cm OIStYapply to SJ’nChMnOus‘es=ge
WIS with Pmi. >2. TTRT, due to the restriction of P~in ~ 2. TTRT,
inherent with these two schemes.
Guaranteeing message deadlines is a key issue in distributed
real time applications. The timing property of bounded token
rotation time of the timed token protocol provides a necessary
condition to ensure the message deadlines are met. In this
paper we present a generalized version of Johnson and Sev-
cik’s theorem [8], [13] that gives the maximum time possibly
elapsed in the worst case between any number of consecutive
token arrivals to a particular node. Our generalized version
is better than previously published [3] in the sense that the
upper bound expression we derived is more exact and tighter.
Our new exact upper bound expression is important because
based on ik
l An optimal SBA scheme can be developed.
l An exact Xi expression (better than previously published
[4]) has been derived. Testing the deadline constraint by
our new Xi expression may cause some synchronous
message sets previously deemed to be unable to be guar-
anteed by a SBA scheme when the deadline constraint
is tested by using the Xi expression derived by Chen
et al. [4], to become schedulable by the same allocation
scheme.
We have proposed in this paper an optimal SBA scheme
named EMCA (enhanced MCA), and have demonstrated by
examples that the EMCA scheme performs better than the
MCA scheme as well as any other SBA scheme. Our work
enhances (in nature) the previous work conducted by Chen
et al. [4] on the MCA scheme, the first so-called optimal
SBA scheme with the timed token protocol. To the best of
our knowledge, no previous work on the optimal SBA scheme
has been reported except for the MCA scheme [4].
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Before we formally prove Theorem 4, we need the following
lemma:
Lemnuzl: Ifazl; bzO; l~ a–b<2 then,
O~laJ–rbl~l.
F’mofi Leta=b+l+c (where O<c<l because
l~a–b<2), we have
laJ-[bl =[b+l+cj -[b] =l+lb+cJ-[b]. (Al)
There are the following two cases to considen
Case 1: b is an integer In this case, [b+ c] = [bl. Thus,
from (Al) we have
[aj-(bl =l+[b+cj-[bl=l. (A2)
Case 2: b is not an integer In this case, there are two
subcases to consider
$h&case 1: b + c ~ [bl: In this subcase, [b+ c] = [bl.
Thus, from (Al) we have
laj-rbl =l+lb+c]-[bl=l. (A3)
Subcase 2: b + c < [bl: In this subcase, lb+ c] = [bl – 1.
Thus, from (Al ) we have
laJ-[bl =l+lb+cJ–[bl=O. (A4)
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Combine (A2), (A3) and (A4) into one we have O <
[aj - [bl < 1.
Theorem 4: Given an allocation H = (Hl, Hz, . . . . Hh )
that meets the protocol constraint (2), the positive integer m,
(i=l.2,.. , n) that can satisfy the inequality of 1( m.i – 1) ~
F’, < l(ml ) (where Pi > TTRT) must be either
or
m, =
and
1~)< P,(n+l)+ n(TTRT-~~=lHh -~)— 7~ TTRT+ ~~=1 H~ + ~ I
[ 1
(~/+l)P,-~j=lHk-~-n..TTRT <1
—
n TTRT+ ~~=1 Hh + T —
Pmofi From J( 77?~ – I ) ~ Pi we have the following
derivations:
I(m, –l)<P~
n
11
nzi-1
=$ (771, – l). TTRT+~Hh +T – —
h=] n+l
(
TTRT–~Hh–r
)
~ Pi
h=]
(11/,- l)TTRT+~~=lHh+T-Pt < mi–l
+’
[JTTRT–~~=lHh–r – n+l
Vt.i — 1
<—
–n+l
(m, – 1) T7’RT+~~=lHh +r– P, <~i-l
*
TTRT – ~~=1 Hh – r – n+l
P, (7) + 1) + n . (TTRT – ~~=1 H/i – ~)
a 711,<
n TTRT+ ~~=1 Hh + r
Because T)), is an integer, we have
[
P, (n+ 1) + n (TTRT – ~:=1 Hh – r)
rll, <
n . TTRT + ~~=1 Hh + ‘r 1
(AS)
Similarly, from Pi < I(7n, ) we have the following derivations:
pi < I(ml)
n
[1
771i
=F’,<ttli.TTRT+~Hh+ T– —
hnl
71+1
(
TTRT–~Hh–r
}1=1 )
77&i n
11
‘m,
* — —— <—
n+l n+l– n+l
mi .TTRT+ ~~=1 Hh + 7 – P,
<
TTRT – ~~=1 Hh – T
m%—n rni ~TTRT+ ~~=1 Hh + 7 – P,
*— <
n+l TTRT – ~~=1 Hh – T
(n+l). P,-~~=l Hh-r-n TTRT<m
*
n. TTRT+~~=l Hh +T 1.
Because m, is an integer, we further have
[ 1
(n+l)P~- ~~=lH~-7-n TTRT ~m, ~A6)
n . TTRT+ ~~=1 Hh + T
From (AS) and (A6), we have,
[ 11
(n+l). Pi-~~=l Hh-T-n. TTRT ~m
—
n. TTRT+ ~~=1 Hh +r
[
~ pi(n+l)+ 7t. (TTRT-~~=lHh- r)
—
n. TTRT+~~=1Hh+7 1
(A7)
Let
Pi. (n+l)+n .( TTRT-~~=l Hh-–~)
~=
n .TTRTi- ~;=l Hh +T
~=(n+l) ”pz–~;=l HF–r~”TTRT
n.TTRT+~~=lHh+T
Under the protocol constraint (2) (i.e., ~~=1 Hh ~ TTRT –
~) and the assumption of P, > TTRT (both are the pre-
condition of this theorem), it is easy to check that a > 1 and
b > 0, and we have
P,. (n+l)+n.
(
TTRT – ~Ht, – r
hal )a–b=
n
7tTTRT~~HhH
h=l
(n+l)p,- ~Hh-7-r L.TTRT
h=l
—
n
n.TTRT+~Hh+r
ha}
n
()
n
n.TTl/T+~Hh+r-n ~Hh+T +nTTRT
h=l h=l
—
—
n
n.TTRT+~Hh+r
h=l
(
n
71. TTRT – ~Hh – T
=1+
h=l )
n
n. TTRT+~Hh+r
h=l
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This implies that 1< a – b <2. By Lemma 1 we have that
O s [a] – [bl s 1, that is
(A8)
Therefore, the theorem follows from (A7) and (A8).
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF ~OREM 6
Theorem 6: For any schedulable synchronous message
set, there must exist at least one feasible allocation H =
(Hi, H2,.., Hh) where each Hi (i = 1,2, ~. . . n) is bounded
by
Proof By Corollary 1 we know that
[1I(v) =v. TTRT+~Hh+r - ~h=l
“kRT-(LHh+T)l’v
n
%!V?T+~Hh+r.
h=l
By the above expression, we know that during Pi, node z
1 J
p~–~~=l ‘h–’ times. Since
can use Hi at least TTRT
we see that during Pi, node z cart use Hi at least
( 1*J - 1) times” Note that node z should use Hi
no less than once (in order to guarantee the message deadline
of stream i).7 Therefore, node i can use Hi, in the worst
case, at least max ( 1*I – 1, 1) times during Pi. This
implies that the synchronous bandwidth (Hi ) allocated to
node i is sufficient for the given synchronous message set
to be guaranteed (if the message set is schedulable) when
bounded by
Hi ~
~=(&j-l,l)” (Bl)
On the other hand, from the proof process of Theorem 4,
we know that in the worst case, during Pi, node z can use Hi
7Here, we resume that for i = I, 2, -.., n, Hi < C, because allocating Hi
more than C, does not make more sense for satisfilng the deadline constmint
but, on the contrary, nurs the risk of violating the protocol constraint.
at most ~i times bounded by (A5). From (AS) we have the
following derivations:
H= (n+l). P2 +1n . TTRT “
That is, m~ <
lnTTRTl
~ + 1. This implies that for guar-
anteeing synchronous message deadlines, the synchronous
bandwidth (Hi) has to be allocated such that
(B2)
Thus, the theorem follows from (B 1) and (B2).
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